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MESSENGER CLASSIC Details & Sizes
The following features are standard across the full range of bagjack messenger bags:
our tried and tested 3-Point-Strap-System, an inner bag made of hard-wearing
tarpaulin with a removable zipped inner pocket, corner reinforcement, bicycle
light attachment points and an external zipped pocket.

The bags are waterproof, thanks to the materials we use and our method of construction,
and are of course compatible with all your favourite accessories and gadgets, what
we call the bagjack modular building block principle. The Messenger is the choice of
the hard-working professional, and can be individually outfitted to fulfil any equipment
demands.

KINKY

POGO

LITTLE JACK

ARROWJACK

ALLEYCAT

BIGJACK

NIPPONJACK

10 - 13.5 liter

14.5 - 20 liter

18 - 26 liter

28.5 - 41.5 liter

30.5 - 44.5 liter

41 - 60 liter

47.5 - 69.5 liter

XS
25 x 27.5 x 15 cm
9.8 x 10.8 x 5.9 “

S
28.5 x 33 x 16 cm
11.2 x 12.9 x 6.3 “

M
29 x 37 x 17.5 cm
11.4 x 14.6 x 6.9 “

L
31.5 x 43 x 21 cm
12.4 x 16.9 x 8.3 “

XL
35.5 x 51.5 x 17 cm
13.9 x 20.2 x 6.7 “

Internal measurements height (Höhe) x width (Breite) x depth (Tiefe)

XXL
40 x 54 x 19 cm
15.7 x 21.2 x 7.5 “

XXL+
40 x 54 x 22 cm
15.7 x 21.2 x 8.6 “

MESSENGER CLASSIC Information

OPEN VIEW

FRONT VIEW
buckles
Trägerschnallen
edge binding
Einfassband
buckles
Verschlußschnallen
body
Körper
edge protection
Kantenschutz

tarpaulin panel
Planendeckel
rubber strap
Gummischnur

tarpaulin inlay
Planeninnentasche

side strap
Gadgethalter

velcro stripes
Klett Streifen

3-PSS: 3-POINT-STRAP-SYSTEM
3-PUNKT-GURT-SYSTEM

velcro tarpaulin panel
Klett Planendeckel

front pocket
Aufsatztasche
blinking light strap
Blinklichthalter

trapeze
Trapez
adjustable shoulder strap
Komprimierungsgurt
belly strap
Bauchgurt

buckle straps
Verschlußgurte

MESSENGER CLASSIC Styles
Individualize your messenger. To customize the bags we offer the opportunity to beautify
the desired model with these style variations. Choose from our range of colors and a
variety of materials.

FLAT

A-POCKET

ZIP

GROUND

SAM

TOP

METAMORPHOSE

APPLIKATION

Approx. 14 cm wide horizontal strip across the
bag cover.

Approx. 14 cm wide vertical stripe on the lid.
The style stops on the back just above the
carrier buckles.

Approx. 14 cm wide vertical strip, which runs
around the entire bag body. Tarpaulin and
delicate fabrics are not recommended.

Organic curved shapes applied to lid and body
possible. Shape variable. Materials must be
enclosed.

The top pocket is colored differently.

The base is in a different color and visible on the
front and rear sides each about 5 cm.

The lid is in a different color. The style stops on
the back just above the carrier buckles.

Applications, mostly from tarpaulin on the bag
body. Prefabricated there are stars in various
sizes.

